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AbstractÐThis paper proposes a fuzzy logic approach, UFM (unified feature matching), for region-based image retrieval. In our retrieval
system, an image is represented by a set of segmented regions, each of which is characterized by a fuzzy feature (fuzzy set) reflecting
color, texture, and shape properties. As a result, an image is associated with a family of fuzzy features corresponding to regions. Fuzzy
features naturally characterize the gradual transition between regions (blurry boundaries) within an image and incorporate the
segmentation-related uncertainties into the retrieval algorithm. The resemblance of two images is then defined as the overall similarity
between two families of fuzzy features and quantified by a similarity measure, UFM measure, which integrates properties of all the regions
in the images. Compared with similarity measures based on individual regions and on all regions with crisp-valued feature
representations, the UFM measure greatly reduces the influence of inaccurate segmentation and provides a very intuitive quantification.
The UFM has been implemented as a part of our experimental SIMPLIcity image retrieval system. The performance of the system is
illustrated using examples from an image database of about 60,000 general-purpose images.
Index TermsÐContent-based image retrieval, image classification, similarity measure, fuzzified region features, fuzzy data analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

various application domains such as entertainment,
commerce, education, biomedicine, and crime prevention,
the volume of digital data archives is growing rapidly. The
very large repository of digital information raises challenging
problems in retrieval and various other information manipulation tasks. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is aimed
at efficient retrieval of relevant images from large image
databases based on automatically derived imagery features.
These features are typically extracted from shape, texture, or
color properties of query image and images in the database
(target images). The relevance between a query image and
any target image is ranked according to a similarity measure
computed from the features.
N

1.1 Previous Work
Similarity comparison is an important issue in CBIR. In
general, the comparison is performed either globally, using
techniques such as histogram matching and color layout
indexing, or locally, based on decomposed regions (objects)
of the images. There is a rich resource of prior work on this
subject [2] [3], [4], [5], [7], [9], [10], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [24], [25], [27], [28], [29], [31], [32], [34].
Due to limited space, we only review work most related to
ours, which by no means represents the complete set.
As a relatively mature method, histogram matching has
been applied to many general-purpose image retrieval
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systems such as IBM QBIC [7], MIT Photobook [22], Virage
System [10], and Columbia VisualSEEK and WebSEEK [27],
etc. Features (color, texture, shape, and geometry) in the
above systems are usually represented in the form of
histograms. A major drawback of the global histogram search
lies in its sensitivity to intensity variations, color distortions,
and cropping.
Many approaches have been proposed to improve the
retrieval performance. The PicToSeek [9] system uses color
models invariant to object geometry, object pose, and
illumination. The VisualSEEK and Virage systems attempt
to reduce the influence of intensity variations and color
distortions by employing spatial relationships and color
layout in addition to those elementary color, texture, and
shape features. The same idea of color layout indexing is
extended in a later system, Stanford WBIIS [32] which,
instead of averaging, characterizes the color variations over
the spatial extent of an image by Daubechies' wavelet
coefficients (in the lowest few frequency bands) and their
variances. Schmid and Mohr [24] propose a method of
indexing images based on local features of automatically
detected interest points of images. Minka and Picard [20]
describe a learning algorithm for selecting and grouping
features. The user guides the learning process by providing
positive and negative examples. The approach presented in
[29] uses what is called the Most Discriminating Features for
image retrieval. These features are extracted from a set of
training images by optimal linear projection. The Virage
system allows users to adjust weights of implemented
features according to their own perceptions. The PicHunter
system [5] and the UIUC MARS [19] system are self-adaptable
to different applications and different users based upon user
feedbacks. To approximate human perception of the shapes
of the objects in the images, Del Bimbo and Pala [3] introduce
a measure of shape similarity using elastic matching. In [21],
matching and retrieval are performed along what is referred
to as perceptual dimensions, which are obtained from
subjective experiments and multidimensional scaling based
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on the model of human perception of color patterns. In [2],
two distinct similarity measures, concerned, respectively,
with fitting human perception and with efficiency of data
organization and indexing, are proposed for content-based
image retrieval by shape similarity.
In a human visual system, although color and texture are
fundamental aspects of visual perceptions, human discernment of certain visual contents could potentially be
associated with interesting classes of objects or semantic
meanings of objects in the image. A region-based retrieval
system segments images into regions (objects) and retrieves
images based on the similarity between regions. If image
segmentation is ideal, it is relatively easy for the system to
identify objects in the image and to match similar objects
from different images. Region-based retrieval systems
include the UCSB NeTra system [17], the Berkeley Blobworld system [4], and the query system with color region
templates [28]. Researchers at Stanford have recently
developed SIMPLIcity (Semantics-sensitive Integrated
Matching for Picture LIbraries), an integrated region-based
image retrieval system, using semantics classification [34].
The NeTra and Blobworld systems compare images based
on individual regions. To query an image, the user is required
to select regions and the corresponding features to evaluate
similarity. Both systems tend to partition one object into
several regions (fractions), with none of them being representative for the object, especially for images without
distinctive objects and scenes. Consequently, it is often
difficult for users to determine which fractions and features
should be used for retrieval. While each fraction only signifies
some local information about the object, this does not
preclude them from representing the object as a group.
However, not much attention has been paid to developing
similarity measures that combine information from all of the
regions. Jia and Kitchen [13] describe a similarity measure
using the information of the region contours of objects. Each
contour is split into several segments. To compare two
images, each segment of object contours in both images needs
to go through a decision tree trained offline to obtain its class
distribution. Their method is invariant to scale, translation,
and rotation, but it is only effective for images containing
objects with similar sizes and shapes as their main scene
contents such as fishes and hand tools.
Recently, Li et al. [16] proposed an integrated region
matching (IRM) scheme for CBIR. In order to reduce the
influence of inaccurate segmentation, the IRM measure
allows for matching a region of one image to several regions
of another image. That is, the region mapping between any
two images is a many-to-many relationship. As a result, the
similarity between two images is defined as the weighted
sum of distances, in the feature space, between all regions
from different images. Compared with retrieval systems
based on individual regions, the IRM approach decreases
the impact of inaccurate segmentation by smoothing over
the imprecision in distances. Nevertheless, the inaccuracies
(or uncertainties) are not explicitly expressed in the IRM
measure. Can we further improve the retrieval accuracy
and robustness (against inaccurate image segmentation) by
using a similarity measure capable of representing imprecision that stems from imperfect segmentation?
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1.2 Overview of Our Approach
Semantically precise image segmentation by an algorithm is
very difficult [18], [26], [33], [35]. However, a single glance is
sufficient for a human to identify circles, straight lines, and
other complex objects in a collection of points and to produce
a meaningful assignment between objects and points in the
image. Although those points cannot always be assigned
unambiguously to objects, human recognition performance is
hardly affected. We can often identify the object of interest
correctly even when its boundary is very blurry. This is
probably because prior knowledge of similar objects and
images may provide powerful assistance for humans in
recognition. Unfortunately, this prior knowledge is usually
unavailable to most of the current CBIR systems. However,
we argue that a similarity measure allowing for blurry
boundaries between regions may increase the performance of
a region-based CBIR system. To improve the robustness of a
region-based image retrieval system against segmentationrelated uncertainties, which always exist due to inaccurate
image segmentation, we propose a unified feature matching
(UFM) scheme based on fuzzy logic theory.
Applying fuzzy processing techniques to CBIR has been
extensively investigated in the literature. In [14], fuzzy logic is
developed to interpret the overall color information of
images. Nine colors that match human perceptual categories
are chosen as features. Vertan and Boujemaa propose a fuzzy
color histogram approach in [31]. A class of similarity
distances is defined based on fuzzy logic operations. Our
scheme is distinct from the above methods in two aspects:
.

.

It is a region-based fuzzy feature matching approach.
Segmentation-related uncertainties are viewed as
blurring boundaries between segmented regions.
Instead of a feature vector, we represent each region
as a multidimensional fuzzy set, named fuzzy feature,
in the feature space of color, texture, and shape. Thus,
each image is characterized by a class of fuzzy
features. Fuzzy features naturally characterize the
gradual transition between regions (blurry boundaries) within an image. It assigns weights, called
degrees of membership, to every feature vector in the
feature space. As a result, a feature vector usually
belongs to multiple regions with different degrees of
membership as opposed to the classical region
representation in which a feature vector belongs to
exactly one region.
A novel image similarity measure, UFM measure, is
derived from fuzzy set operations. The matching of
two images is performed in three steps. First, each
fuzzy feature of the query image is matched with all
fuzzy features of the target image in a Winner Takes All
fashion. Then, each fuzzy feature of the target image is
matched with all fuzzy features of the query image
using the same strategy as in the previous step.
Finally, overall similarity, given as the UFM measure,
is calculated by properly weighting the results from
the above two steps.

1.3 Outline of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, image segmentation and fuzzy feature representation of an image are described. Section 3 presents an
algorithm to calculate the fuzzy similarity measure for two
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regions based upon the corresponding fuzzy features. The
algorithm is also extended to characterize the image-level
similarities. We then define the UFM measure which reflects
the overall similarity between two images. An algorithmic
presentation of the resulting CBIR system is provided in
Section 4. Section 5 describes the experiments we have
performed and provides the results. And, finally, we
conclude in Section 6, together with a discussion of future
work.

2

IMAGE SEGMENTATION

AND

REPRESENTATION

The building blocks for the UFM approach are segmented
regions and the corresponding fuzzy features. In our
system, the query image and all images in the database
are first segmented into regions. Regions are then represented by multidimensional fuzzy sets in the feature space.
The collection of fuzzy sets for all regions of an image
constitutes the signature of the image.

2.1 Image Segmentation
Our system segments images based on color and spatial
variation features using a k-means algorithm [11], a very fast
statistical clustering method. For general-purpose images
such as the images in a photo library or the images on the
World Wide Web, precise object segmentation is nearly as
difficult as computer semantics understanding. However,
semantically precise segmentation is not crucial to our system
because our UFM approach is insensitive to inaccurate
segmentation.
To segment an image, the system first partitions the image
into small blocks. A feature vector is then extracted for each
block. The block size is chosen to compromise between texture
effectiveness and computation time. Smaller block size may
preserve more texture details but increase the computation
time as well. Conversely, increasing the block size can reduce
the computation time but lose texture information and
increase the segmentation coarseness. In our current system,
each block has 4  4 pixels. The size of the images in our
database is either 256  384 or 384  256. Therefore, each
image corresponds to 6; 144 feature vectors. Each feature
vector, f~i , consists of six features, i.e., f~i 2 IR6 , 1  i  6; 144.
Three of them are the average color components in a
4  4 block. We use the well-known LUV color space, where
L encodes luminance and U and V encode color information
(chrominance). The other three represent energy in the highfrequency bands of the wavelet transforms [6], that is, the
square root of the second order moment of wavelet
coefficients in high-frequency bands.
To obtain these moments, a Daubechies-4 wavelet
transform is applied to the L component of the image.
After a one-level wavelet transform, a 4  4 block is
decomposed into four frequency bands: the LL, LH, HL,
and HH bands. Each band contains 2  2 coefficients.
Without loss of generality, suppose the coefficients in the
HL band are fck;l; ck;l1; ck1;l; ck1;l1 g. One feature is
f

1 X
1
1X
c2
4 i0 j0 ki;lj

!12
:

The other two features are computed similarly to the LH and
HH bands. The motivation for using the features extracted
from high-frequency bands is that they reflect texture
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properties. Moments of wavelet coefficients in various
frequency bands have been shown to be effective for
representing texture [30]. The intuition behind this is that
coefficients in different frequency bands show variations in
different directions. For example, the HL band shows
activities in the horizontal direction. An image with vertical
strips thus has high energy in the HL band and low energy in
the LH band.
The k-means algorithm is used to cluster the feature vectors
into several classes with every class corresponding to one
region in the segmented image, i.e., for an image with the set of
feature vectors F  ff~i 2 IR6 : 1  i  6; 144g, F is partitioned into C groups fF1 ;    ; FC g and, consequently, the
image is segmented into C regions fR1 ;    ; RC g with Rj 
IN2 being the region corresponding to the feature set Fj ,
1  j  C. Because clustering is performed in the feature
space, blocks in each cluster do not necessarily form a
connected region in the images. This way, we preserve the
natural clustering of objects in textured images and allow
classification of textured images [15]. The k-means algorithm
does not specify how many clusters to choose. We adaptively
select the number of clusters C by gradually increasing C until
a stop criterion is met. The average number of clusters for all
images in the database changes in accordance with the
adjustment of the stop criteria. As we will see in Section 5,
the average number of clusters is closely related to segmentation-related uncertainty level and, hence, affects the performance of the system.
After segmentation, three extra features are calculated
for each region to describe shape properties. They are
normalized inertia [8] of order 1 to 3. For a region Rj  IN2
in the image plane, which is a finite set, the normalized
inertia of order is given as
h

P
I Rj ;  

x;y: x;y2Rj

x

V Rj

x^2  y
12

y^2

i2
;

where x^;^
y is the centroid of Rj , V Rj  is the volume of Rj .
The normalized inertia is invariant to scaling and rotation.
The minimum normalized inertia is achieved by spheres.
Denote the th order normalized inertia of spheres as I .
~j of region Rj as I R ;  normalWe define shape feature h
j
ized by I , i.e.,
~j 
h



I Rj ;1 I Rj ;2 I Rj ;3
I1 ; I2 ;
I3

T

:

2.2 Fuzzy Feature Representation of an Image
A segmented image can be viewed as a collection of regions,
fR1 ;    ; RC g. Equivalently, in the feature space, the image
is characterized by a collection of feature sets, fF1 ;    ; FC g,
which form a partition of F. We could use the feature set Fj
to describe the region Rj and compute the similarity
between two images based on Fj s. Representing regions
by feature sets incorporates all the information available in
the form of feature vectors, but it has two drawbacks:
.

It is sensitive to segmentation-related uncertainties.
Any feature vector in F, under this region representation form, belongs to exactly one feature set. But, in
general, image segmentation cannot be perfect. As a
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result, for many feature vectors, a unique decision
between in and not in the feature set is impossible.
The computational cost for similarity calculation is
very high. Usually, the similarity measure for two
images is calculated based on the distances (Euclidean
distance is the one that is commonly used in many
applications) between feature vectors from different
images. Therefore, for each image in the database, we
such distances. Even with a
need to compute 6;1446;145
2
rather conservative assumption, one CPU clock cycle
per distance, it takes about half an hour just to
compute the Euclidean distances for all 60;000 images
in our database on a 700 MHz PC. This amount of time
is certainly too much for system users to tolerate.

In an improved region representation form [16] which
mitigates the above drawbacks, each region (Rj ) is repreb
sented by the center (f~j ) of the corresponding feature set (Fj )
b
with f~j defined as
P
~
~ jf
f2F
b
;
1
f~j 
V Fj 
which is essentially the mean of all elements of Fj and, in
general, may not be an element of Fj . While averaging over all
features in a feature set decreases the impact of inaccurate
segmentation, at the same time, lots of useful information is
also submerged in the smoothing process because a set of
feature vectors are mapped to a single feature vector.
Moreover, the segmentation-related uncertainties are not
explicitly expressed in this region representation form.
Representing regions by fuzzy features, to some extent,
combines the advantages and avoids the drawbacks of both
region representation forms mentioned above. In this
representation form, each region is associated with a fuzzy
feature that assigns a value (between 0 and 1) to each
feature vector in the feature space. The value, named degree
of membership, illustrates the degree of wellness with which
a corresponding feature vector characterizes the region and,
thus, models the segmentation-related uncertainties. In
Section 3, we will show that this representation leads to a
computationally efficient region matching scheme if appropriate membership functions are selected.
e on the feature space IR6 is defined by a
A fuzzy feature F
6
mapping e : IR ! 0; 1 named the membership function. For
F
~ is called the
any feature vector f~ 2 IR6 , the value of e f
F
e (or, in
degree of membership of f~ to the fuzzy feature F
e A value closer to 1 for
short, the degree of membership to F).
~ means more representative the feature vector f~ is to
e f
F
e there is a
the corresponding region. For a fuzzy feature F,
e besides
smooth transition for the degree of membership to F
~
~
~
~
e
e
the hard cases f 2 F (e f  1) and f 62 F (e f  0). It is
F
F
clear that a fuzzy feature degenerates to a conventional
feature set if the range of e is f0; 1g instead of 0; 1 (e is
F
F
then called the characteristic function of the feature set).
Building or choosing a proper membership function is an
application dependent problem. Some most commonly used
prototype membership functions are cone, exponential, and
Cauchy functions [12]. Two factors are considered when we
select the membership function for our system: retrieval

Fig. 1. Cauchy functions in IR1 .

accuracy and computational intensity for evaluating a
membership function. For different membership functions,
although the discrepancies among the efforts of computing
degrees of membership are small, it is not negligible for largesized image databases as, in a retrieval process, it is magnified
by the product of the number of regions in the query image
and the number of images in the database. As shown in
Section 5.4, under proper parameters, the cone, exponential,
and Cauchy functions can capture the uncertainties in feature
vectors almost equally well, which is reflected by retrieval
accuracies of the resulting systems. But, computational
intensities vary. As a result, we pick the Cauchy function
due to its good expressiveness and high-computational
efficiency. A detailed comparison of all three membership
functions are given in Section 5.4.
The Cauchy function, C : IRk ! 0; 1, is defined as
C~
x 

1



1

 ;

k~
x ~
vk
d

2

where~
v 2 IRk , d and 2 IR, d > 0,  0.~
v is the center location
(point) of the function (or called the center location of the
fuzzy set), d represents the width (k ~
x ~
v k for C ~
x  0:5) of
the function, and determines the shape (or smoothness) of the
function. Collectively, d and portray the grade of fuzziness of
the corresponding fuzzy feature. For fixed d, the grade of
fuzziness increases as decreases. If is fixed, the grade of
fuzziness increases with the increasing of d. Fig. 1 illustrates
Cauchy functions in IR with v  0, d  36, and varying from
0:01 to 100. As we can see, the Cauchy function approaches
the characteristic function of open interval 36; 36 when
goes to positive infinity. When
equals 0, the degree of
membership for any element in IR (except 0, whose degree of
membership is always 1 in this example) is 0:5.
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ej
Accordingly, region Rj is represented by fuzzy feature F
whose membership function, e : IR6 ! 0; 1, is defined as
Fj

~ 
e f
Fj

1



1

;
b 

3

kf~ f~j k
df

where
df 

C 1 X
C
X
2
b
kf~
C C 1 i1 ki1 i

b
f~k k

b
is the average distance between cluster centers, f~i s, defined
by (1). An interesting property intrinsic to membership
function (3) is that the farther a feature vector moves away
from the cluster center, the lower its degree of membership to
the fuzzy feature. At the same time, its degrees of membership to some other fuzzy features may be increasing. This
nicely describes the gradual transition of region boundaries.
As stated in Section 2.1, the shape properties of region Rj
~j . Considering the impacts of
is described by shape feature h
inaccurate segmentation on the shapes of regions, it is
reasonable to use fuzzy sets to illustrate shape properties.
~j is extended to a
Thus, for region Rj , the shape feature h
e
fuzzy set Hj with membership function,  e : IR3 ! 0; 1,
Hj
defined as
~ 
 e h
Hj

1



1
~ h
~j k
kh
dh

 ;

4

~k k
h

is the average distance between shape features. The experiments show that the performance changes insignificantly
when
is in the interval 0:9; 1:2, but degrades rapidly
outside the interval. This is probably because, as decreases,
the Cauchy function becomes sharper within its center region
( d; d for the example in Fig. 1) and flatter outside. As a
result, many useful feature vectors within that region are
likely to be overlooked since their degrees of membership
become smaller. Conversely, when is large, the Cauchy
function becomes flat within the center region. Consequently,
the noise feature vectors in that region are likely to be selected
as their degrees of membership are high. We set  1 in both
(3) and (4) based on the experimental results in Section 5.4.
For an image with regions Rj , 1  j  C, F ;H is named
the fuzzy feature representation (or signature) of the image,
e j defined by (3),
e j : 1  j  C; j 2 INg with F
where F  fF
e j defined by (4). The
e j : 1  j  C; j 2 INg with H
H  fH
color and texture properties are characterized by F , while the
shape properties are captured by H.

2.3 An Algorithmic View
The image segmentation and fuzzy feature representation
process can be summarized as follows. 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 are
given stop criteria. The input is an image in raw format. The
output is the signature of the image, F ;H, which is
^
characterized by f~j 2 IR6 (center location) and df > 0
~j 2 IR3 (center
(width) of color/texture fuzzy features, and h
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Algorithm 1: Image Segmentation and Fuzzy Features
Extraction
1 Partition the image into B 4  4 blocks
2 FOR i  1 TO B
3
Extract feature vector f~i for block i
4 k
2, D1
0
5 WHILE k  M
6
Group ff~i : 1  i  Bg into k clusters using the
k-means algorithm
7
C
k
8
FOR j  1 TO C
^
9
Compute the mean, f~j , for cluster j
PB
^
min1jC kf~i f~j k2
10
Dk
i1

11

IF Dk < 1 OR Dk

12

k

13

ELSE

14

k

Dk

1 < 2

M 1
k1

15 FOR j  1 TO C

~j for region j
Compute shape feature h

16
17 df

0, dh

0

18 FOR i  1 TO C
19

22 df

3

1

FOR j  i  1 TO
^
df  kf~i
df
~i
dh
dh  kh

21
C 1 X
C
X
2
~i
kh
dh 
C C 1 i1 ki1

NO. 9,

location) and dh > 0 (width) of shape fuzzy features.
j  1 . . . C, C is the number of regions.

20

where
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2df
C C 1 ,

dh

C
^
f~j k
~j k
h

2dh
C C 1

UNIFIED FEATURE MATCHING

In this section, we describe the unified feature matching
(UFM) scheme which characterizes the resemblance between images by integrating properties of all regions in the
images. Based upon fuzzy feature representation of images,
characterizing the similarity between images becomes an
issue of finding similarities between fuzzy features. We first
introduce a fuzzy similarity measure for two regions. The
result is then extended to construct a similarity vector which
includes the region-level similarities for all regions in two
images. Accordingly, a similarity vector pair is defined to
illustrate the resemblance between two images. Finally, the
UFM measure maps a similarity vector pair to a scalar
quantity, within the real interval 0; 1, which quantifies the
overall image-to-image similarity.

3.1

Similarity between Regions: Fuzzy Similarity
Measure
Considering the fuzzy feature representation of images, the
similarity between two regions can be captured by a fuzzy
similarity measure of the corresponding fuzzy features
(fuzzy sets). In classical set theory, there are many definitions of similarity measure for sets. For example, a similarity
measure of set A and B can be defined as the maximum
value of the characteristic function of A \ B, i.e., if they have
common elements then the similarity measure is 1 (most
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similar), otherwise 0 (least similar). If A and B are finite sets,
another definition is
V A \ B
p ;
V AV B
meaning the more elements they have in common, the more
similar they are. Almost all similarity measures for
conventional sets have their counterparts in fuzzy domain
[1]. Taking the computational complexity into account, in
this paper, we use a definition extended from the first
definition mentioned above.
Before giving the formal definition of the fuzzy similarity
measure for two fuzzy sets, we first define elementary set
e and B
e
operations, intersection and union, for fuzzy sets. Let A
k
be fuzzy sets defined on IR with corresponding membership
functions  e : IRk ! 0; 1 and e : IRk ! 0; 1, respectively.
B
A
e and B,
e \ B,
e denoted
e is a fuzzy set
The intersection of A
by A
k
on IR with membership function, e e : IRk ! 0; 1,
A\ B
defined as
h
i
x  min e ~
x; e ~
x :
5
e e ~
A\B

B

A

e and B,
e [ B,
e denoted by A
e is a fuzzy set on IRk
The union A
with membership function,  e e : IRk ! 0; 1, defined as
A[ B

e e ~
x  max e ~
x; e ~
x:
B
A[ B
A

6

Note that there exist different definitions of intersection and
union, the above definitions are computationally simplest [1].
e and B,
e
The fuzzy similarity measure for fuzzy sets A
f
e
S A; B, is given by
f B
e  sup 
S A;
x:
7
e \B
e ~
A
k
~
x2IR
fB
e is always within the real interval 0; 1
It is clear that S A;
with a larger value denoting a higher degree of similarity
e and B.
e For the fuzzy sets defined by Cauchy
between A
functions, as in (2), calculating the fuzzy similarity measure
according to (7) is relatively simple. This is because Cauchy
function is unimodal and, therefore, the maximum of (5) can
only occur on the line segments connecting the center
locations of two functions. It is not hard to show that, for
e and B
e on IRk with Cauchy membership functions
fuzzy sets A
e ~
x 
A

1



1
k~
x ~
uk
da
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Thus, it is desirable to construct the image-level similarity
using region-level similarities. Since image segmentation is
usually not perfect, a region in one image could correspond to
several regions in another image. For example, a segmentation algorithm may segment an image of dog into two regions:
the dog and the background. The same algorithm may
segment another image of dog into five regions: the body of
the dog, the front leg(s) of the dog, the rear leg(s) of the dog,
the background grass, and the sky. There are similarities
between the dog in the first image and the body, the front
leg(s), or the rear leg(s) of the dog in the second image. The
background of the first image is also similar to the background grass or the sky of the second image. However, the
dog in the first image is unlikely to be similar to the
background grass and sky in the second image.
Using fuzzy feature representation, these similarity
observations can be expressed as:
.

The similarity measure, given by (8), for the fuzzy
feature of the dog in the first image and the fuzzy
features of the dog body, front leg(s), OR rear leg(s)
in the second image is high (e.g., close to 1).
. The similarity measure for the fuzzy feature of the
background in the first image and the fuzzy features of
the background grass OR sky in the second image is
also high.
. The similarity measure for the fuzzy feature of the
dog in the first image and the fuzzy feature of the
background grass in the second image is small (e.g.,
close to 0). The similarity measure for the fuzzy
feature of the dog in the first image and the fuzzy
feature of the sky in the second image is also small.
Based on these qualitative illustrations, it is natural to think
of the mathematical meaning of the word OR, i.e., the union
operation. What we have described above is essentially the
matching of a fuzzy feature with the union of some other
fuzzy features. Based on this motivation, we construct the
similarity vector for two classes of fuzzy sets through the
following steps.
e i : 1  i  Ca ; i 2 INg and B  fB
ej : 1  j 
Let A  fA
Cb ; j 2 INg denote two collections of fuzzy sets. First, for
e i 2 A, we define the similarity measure for it and B as
every A
!
Cb
[
B
e i;
ej :
9
B
l S A
i

Combining

lBi s

j1

together, we get a vector
~
lB  lB1 ; lB2 ;    ; lBCa T :

and
e ~
x 
B

1



1
k~
x ~
vk
db

 ;

e and B,
e which is defined
the fuzzy similarity measure for A
by (7), can be equivalently written as
f B
e 
S A;

da  db 
da  db   k~
u

~
vk

:

8

3.2 Fuzzy Feature Matching
It is clear that the resemblance of two images is conveyed
through the similarities between regions from both images.

e j 2 B, we define the similarity
Similarly, for every B
measure between it and A as
!
Ca
[
A
e
e
10
lj  S Bj ; Ai :
i1

Combining

lA
j s

together, we get a vector
h
iT
A
A
~
;
l
;



;
l
:
lA  lA
1 2
Cb

It is clear that ~
lB describes the similarity between individual
fuzzy features in A and all fuzzy features in B. Likewise, ~
lA
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illustrates the similarity between individual fuzzy features
in B and all fuzzy features in A. Thus, we define a similarity
~ A;B , as
vector for A and B, denoted by L
 
~
A;B
lB ;
~
 ~
L
lA
which is a Ca  Cb dimensional vector with values of all
entries within the real interval 0; 1.
~ A;B contains all 1s. If
It can be shown that if A  B, 1 then L
a fuzzy set of A (B) is quite different from all fuzzy sets of B
(A), in the sense that the distances between their centers are
much larger than their widths, the corresponding entry in
~ A;B would be close to 0. Using the definition of the union of
L
fuzzy sets, which is given by (6), (9), and (10), can be
equivalently written as
e i; B
e j ;
lBi  max S A

11

e e
lA
j  max S Bj ; Ai :

12

j1;;Cb

i1;;Ca

Equations (11) and (12) shows that computing the similarity
e i (B
e j ) and B (A) is equivalent to calculating the
measure for A
e i (B
e i ), with j taking
e j ) and B
e j (A
similarity measures for A
integer values from 1 to Cb (i taking integer values from 1 to
Ca ), and then picking the maximum value, i.e., in a Winner
Takes All fashion.
Let F q ; Hq  and F t ; Ht  be fuzzy feature representations, as defined in Section 2, for query image (q) and target
image (t), respectively. The similarity between the query and
target images is then captured by a similarity vector pair
 F ;F ; H ;H  
~ q t L
~ q t ;
L
F q ;F t 

~
depicts the similarity in colors and textures, and
where L
Hq ;Ht 
~
describes the similarity in shapes. Within the
L
Fq
Hq
similarity vectors, ~
l and ~
l refer to the similarity between
Ft
the query image and regions of the target image. Likewise, ~
l
Ht
and ~
l designate the similarity between the target image and
regions of the query image.

3.3 The UFM Measure
Endeavoring to provide an overall image-to-image and
intuitive similarity quantification, the UFM measure is
defined as the summation of all the weighted entries of
~ Hq ;Ht  . We have discussed
~ F q ;F t  and L
similarity vectors L
the methods of computing similarity vectors in Sections 3.1
and 3.2. The problem is then converted to designing a
weighting scheme. The UFM measure is computed in two
~ F q ;F t 
stages. First, the inner products of similarity vectors L
Hq ;Ht 
~
~1 and w
~2 , respectively,
and L
with weight vectors w
are calculated. The results are then weighted by 1 and 2
and added up to give the UFM measure m q;t .
~1
There are many ways of choosing weight vectors w
~2 . For example, in a uniform weighting scheme, we
and w
1. A  B if and only if the membership functions of fuzzy sets in A are
the same as those of fuzzy sets in B.
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assume every region as being equally important. Thus, all
1
~1 and w
~2 equal to Cq C
entries of w
, where Cq (Ct ) is the
t
number of regions in the query (target) image. Such
weight vectors favor the image with more regions
~1 and w
~2 , the summation of weights
because, in both w
associated with the regions of the query (target) image is
Cq
Ct
Cq Ct (Cq Ct ). If the regions within the same image are
regarded as equally important, then the weights for
Fq
Hq
Ft
Ht
entries of ~
l
and ~
l
(~
l
and ~
l ) can be chosen as
1
1
2Cq (2Ct ). It is clear that regions from the image with fewer
regions are allocated larger weights (if Cq  Ct , then the
weights are identical to those under the uniform weighting scheme). We can also take the location of the regions
into account and assign higher weights to regions closer
to the center of the image (center favored scheme, assuming
the most important objects are always near the image
center) or, conversely, to regions adjacent to the image
boundary (border favored scheme, assuming images with
similar semantics have similar backgrounds). Another
choice is area percentage scheme. It uses the percentage of
the image covered by a region as the weight for that
region based on the viewpoint that important objects in
an image tend to occupy larger areas.
In the UFM measure, both area percentage and border
favored schemes are used. The weight vectors w
~1 and w
~2 are
defined as
~1  1 ~
wa  ~
wb ;
w
~2  w
~a ;
w
~a contains the normalized area percentages of the
where w
~b contains normalized weights2
query and target images, w
which favor regions near the image boundary,  2 0; 1
~b in w
~1 . The weights 1
~a and w
adjusts the significance of w
and 2 are given by
1  1 ;
2  ;
where  is within the real interval 0; 1. Consequently, the
UFM measure for query image q and target image t is
defined as
m q;t  1

 1

~ F q ;F t   ~
~ Hq ;Ht  :
~
wa  ~
wb T L
wTa L
11

As shown by (13), the UFM measure incorporates three
~ F q ;F t  , w
~ F q ;F t  , and
~Ta L
~Tb L
similarity components captured by w
H
;H

~ q t:
~Ta L
w
.

F q ;F t 

~
~Ta L
contributes to the UFM measure from a
w
~ F q ;F t  reflects
color and texture perspective because L
the color and texture resemblance between the query
and target images. In addition, the matching of regions
with larger areas is favored, which is the direct
consequence of the area percentage weighting scheme.

~a and that of w
~b equal 1.
2. Both the summation of all entries of w
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F q ;F t 

~
~Tb L
w
also expresses the color and texture
resemblance between images. But, unlike in
~ F q ;F t  , regions adjacent to the image boundaries
~Ta L
w
are given a higher preference because of the border
~ F q ;F t 
~Tb L
~b . Intuitively, w
favored weight vector w
characterizes the similarity between the backgrounds of images.
~ Hq ;Ht  describes the similarity of the
~T L
Similarly, w
a

shape properties of the regions (or objects) in both
~ Hq ;Ht  contains similarity measures for
images since L
shape features.
Weighted by  and , the aforementioned similarity
components are then synthesized into the UFM measure, in
~ F q ;F t  represents the color and
wb T L
which  1 ~
wa  ~
texture similarity with contributions from the area percentage and the border favored schemes weighted by , while 
determines the significance of the shape similarity,
~ Hq ;Ht  , with respect to the color and texture similarity.
~Ta L
w
In our system, the query image is automatically classified as
either a textured or a nontextured image (for details, see
[15]). For textured images, the information of the shape
similarity is skipped (  0) in the UFM measure since
region shape is not perceptually important for such images.
For nontextured images,  is chosen to be 0:1. Experiments
indicate that including shape similarity as a small fraction
of the UFM measure can improve the overall performance
of the system. We intentionally stress color and texture
similarities more than shape similarity because, compared
with the color and texture features, shape features used in
our system are more sensitive to image segmentation, as
demonstrated by sample images in Fig. 5. The weight
parameter  is set to be 0:1 for all images. Experiments
show that large  is beneficial to categorizing images with
similar background patterns. For example, the background
of images of flowers often consists of green leaves and
images of elephants are very likely to have trees in them.
Thus, emphasizing backgrounds can help grouping images,
such as flowers or elephants, together. But, the above
background assumption is, in general, not true. In our
observation, the overall image categorization performance
degrades significantly for  > 0:5. When  and  are within
0:05; 0:3, no major system performance deterioration is
noticed in our experiments.
~a and w
~b
m q;t is always in the real interval 0; 1 because w
are normalized weight vectors and  and  are within 0; 1. It
is easy to check that m q;t  1 if two images are same. The
experiments show that there is little resemblance between
images if m q;t  0:5. In this sense, the UFM measure is very
intuitive for query users.

3.4

^
dh 2 IR, 1  j  Cq ), F t ; Ht  (characterized by f~0 j 2 IR6 ,
~0 j 2 IR3 , d0 2 IR, 1  j  Ct ), and weight vectors
d0 2 IR, h
h

f

~a ; w
~b 2 IRCq Ct . The UFM measure m q;t is the output.
w
Algorithm 2: Unified Feature Matching
1 FOR i  1 TO Cq
F q ;F t 

df d0f
^ ^
df d0f minj1;;Ct kf~i f~0 j k

2

~
L

3

IF the query image is nontextured
~
L

4
5

~
L

6
7

Hq ;Ht 

dh d0h
~i h
~0 j k
dh d0h minj1;;Ct kh

i

F q ;F t 

i  Cq 

df d0f
^ ^
df d0f minj1;;Cq kf~0 i f~j k

IF the query image is nontextured
~
L

8
9

i

FOR i  1 TO Ct

m q;t

Hq ;Ht 

i  Cq 

dh d0h
~0 i h
~j k
dh d0h minj1;;Cq kh

~
~
wa  ~
wb T L

1

F q ;F t 

10 IF the query image is nontextured
11

4

m q;t

1

~
m q;t  ~
wTa L

Hq ;Ht 

AN ALGORITHMIC SUMMARIZATION
SYSTEM

OF THE

Based on the results given in Section 2 and Section 3, we
describe the overall image retrieval and indexing scheme as
follows:
1.

2.

3.

An Algorithmic View

An algorithmic outline of the UFM algorithm is given
as below. Weights ;  2 0; 1 are fixed. Inputs are
^
~j 2 IR3 ,
F q ; Hq  (characterized by f~j 2 IR6 , df 2 IR, h
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4.

Preprocessing image database. To generate the codebook for an image database, signatures for all images
in the database are extracted by Algorithm 1.
Each image is classified as either a textured or a
nontextured image using techniques in [15]. The
whole process is very time-consuming. Fortunately,
for a given image database, it is performed once for all.
Preprocessing query image. Here, we consider two
scenarios, namely, inside query and outside query.
For inside query, the query image is in the database.
Therefore, the fuzzy features and semantic types
(textured or nontextured image) can be directly
loaded from the codebook. If a query image is not
in the database (outside query), the image is first
expanded or contracted so that the maximum value
of the resulting width and height is 384 and the
aspect ratio of the image is preserved. Fuzzy features
are then computed for the resized query image.
Finally, the query image is classified as textured or
nontextured image.
Computing the UFM measures. Using Algorithm 2,
the UFM measures are evaluated for the query
image and all images in the database which have
semantic types identical to that of the query image.
Returning query results. Images in the database are
sorted in a descending order according to the
UFM measures obtained from the previous step.
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Depending on a user specified number n, the system
returns the first n images. The quick sort algorithm is
applied here.

5

EXPERIMENTS

We implemented the UFM in our experimental SIMPLIcity
image retrieval system. The system is tested on a generalpurpose image database (from COREL), including about
60;000 pictures which are stored in JPEG format with size
384  256 or 256  384. These images were automatically
classified into two semantic types: textured photograph,
and nontextured photograph [15]. For each image, the
features, locations, and areas of all its regions are stored. In
Section 5.1, we provide several query results on the COREL
database to demonstrate qualitatively the accuracy and
robustness (to image alterations) of the UFM scheme.
Section 5.2 presents systematic evaluations of the UFM
scheme and compares the performance of UFM with those
of the IRM [16] and EMD-based color histogram [23]
approaches based on a subset of the COREL database.
The speed of the UFM scheme is compared with that of two
other region-based methods in Section 5.3. The effect of the
choice of membership functions on the performance of the
system is presented in Section 5.4.

5.1 Query Examples
To qualitatively evaluate the accuracy of the system over the
60;000-image COREL database, we randomly pick five query
images with different semantics, namely, natural outdoor
scene, horses, people, vehicle, and flag. For each query
example, we examine the precision of the query results
depending on the relevance of the image semantics. We admit
that the relevance of image semantics depends on the
standpoint of the user. Thus, our relevance criteria, specified
in Fig. 2, may be quite different from those used by a user of
the system. Due to space limitations, only the top 19 matches
to each query are shown in Fig. 2. We also provide the number
of relevant images among the top 31 matches. More matches
can be viewed from the online demonstration site by using the
query image ID, given in Fig. 2, to repeat the retrieval.
The robustness of the UFM scheme to image alterations,
such as intensity variation, sharpness variation, color distortion, cropping, shifting, rotation, and other intentional
distortions, is also tested. Fig. 3 shows some query results
using the 60;000-image COREL database. The query image is
the left image for each group of images. In this example, the
first retrieved image is exactly the unaltered version of the
query image for all tested image alterations except sharpening, in which case, the unaltered version appears in the
second place.
5.2 Systematic Evaluation
The UFM scheme is quantitatively evaluated focusing on the
accuracy, the robustness to image segmentation, and the
robustness to image alterations. Comparisons with the EMDbased color histogram system [23] and the region-based IRM
system [16] are also provided. However, it is hard to make
objective comparisons with some other region-based searching algorithms such as the Blobworld and the NeTra systems,
which require additional information provided by the user
during the retrieval process.
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5.2.1 Experiment Setup
To provide more objective comparisons, the UFM scheme is
evaluated based on a subset of the COREL database, formed
by 10 image categories, each containing 100 pictures. The
categories are Africa, Beach, Buildings, Buses, Dinosaurs,
Elephants, Flowers, Horses, Mountains, and Food with
corresponding Category IDs denoted by integers from 1 to
10, respectively. Within this database, it is known whether
any two images are of the same category. In particular, a
retrieved image is considered a correct match if and only if
it is in the same category as the query. This assumption is
reasonable since the 10 categories were chosen so that each
depicts a distinct semantic topic. Every image in the
subdatabase is tested as a query and the positions of all
the retrieval images are recorded.
The following are some notations used in the performance evaluation. ID i denotes the Category ID of image i
(1  i  1; 000 since there are in total 1; 000 images in the
subdatabase). It is clear that ID i is an integer between 1
and 10 for any 1  i  1; 000. For a query image i, r i; j is
the rank of image j (position of image j in the retrieved
images for query image i, it is an integer between 1 and
1; 000). The precision for query image i, p i, is defined by
p i 

X
1
1;
100 1  j  1;000; r i;j  100; ID jID i

which is the percentile of images belonging to the category
of image i in the first 100 retrieved images. Another two
statistics are also computed for query image i. They are the
mean rank r i of all the matched images and the standard
deviation  i of the matched images, which are defined by
X
1
r i; j;
100 1  j  1;000; ID jID i
s
X
1
 i 
r i; j r i2 :
100 1  j  1000; ID jID i
r i 

Based on the above definitions, we define the average
precision pt , average mean rank rt , and average standard
deviation t for Category t (1  t  10) as
pt 
rt 
t 

X
1
p i;
100 1  i  1;000; ID it
X
1
r i;
100 1  i  1;000; ID it

X
1
 i:
100 1  i  1;000; ID it

14
15
16

Similarly, the overall average precision p, overall average mean
rank r, and overall average standard deviation  for all images
in the subdatabase are defined by
p

1 X
p i;
1; 000 i1

17

r

1 X
r i;
1; 000 i1

18



1 X
 i:
1; 000 i1

19

1;000

1;000

1;000
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Fig. 2. The accuracy of the UFM scheme. For each block of images, the query image is in the upper left corner. There are three numbers below each
image. From left to right, they are: the ID of the image in the database, the value of the UFM measure between the query image and the matched
image, and the number of regions in the image. (a) Natural outdoor scene; 15 matches out of 19; 23 matches out of 31. (b) Horses; 19 matches out of
19; 28 matches out of 31. (c) People; 15 matches out of 19; 23 matches out of 31. (d) Vehicle; 17 matches out of 19; 24 matches out of 31. (e) Flag;
19 matches out of 19; 25 matches out of 31.
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Fig. 3. The robustness of the UFM scheme against image alterations.

Finally, we use entropy to characterize the segmentationrelated uncertainties in an image. For image i with C
segmented regions, its entropy, E i, is defined as
E i 

C
  h  i
X
P Rij log P Rij ;

20

j1

where P Rij  is the percentage of image i covered by
region Rij . The larger the value of entropy, the higher the
uncertainty level. Accordingly, the overall average entropy E
for all images in the subdatabase is defined by
E

1 X
E i:
1; 000 i1
1;000

21

5.2.2 Performance on Image Categorization
For image categorization, good performance is achieved
when images belonging to the category of the query image
are retrieved with low ranks. To that end, the average
precision pt and the average mean rank rt should be

maximized and minimized, respectively. The best performance, pt  1 and rt  50:5, occurs when the first 100
retrieved images belong to Category t for any query image
from Category t (since the total number of semantically
related images for each query is fixed to be 100). The worst
performance, pt  0 and rt  950:5, happens when no image
in the first 900 retrieved images belongs to Category t for
any query image from Category t. For a system that ranks
images randomly, pt is about 0:1 and rt is about 500 for any
Category t. Consequently, the overall average precision p is
about 0:1 and the overall average mean rank r is about 500.
In the experiments, the recall within the first 100 retrieved
images was not computed because it is proportional to the
precision in this special case.
The UFM scheme is compared with the EMD-based color
histogram matching approach. We use the LUV color space
and a matching metric similar to the EMD described in [23]
to extract color histogram features and match in the
categorized image database. Two different color bin sizes,
with an average of 13:1 and 42:6 filled color bins per image,
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Fig. 4. Comparing the UFM scheme with the EMD-based color histogram approaches on average precision pt , average mean rank rt , and average
standard deviation t . For pt , the larger numbers indicate better results. For rt and t , the lower numbers denote better results.

are evaluated. We call the one with fewer filled color bins
the Color Histogram 1 system and the other the Color
Histogram 2 system. Comparisons of average precision pt ,
average mean rank rt , and average standard deviation t
are given in Fig. 4. pt , rt , and t are computed according to
(14), (15), and (16), respectively.
It is clear that the UFM scheme performs much better
than both of the two color histogram-based approaches in
almost all image categories. The performance of the Color
Histogram 2 system is better than that of the Color
Histogram 1 system due to more detailed color separation
obtained with more filled bins. However, the price paid for
the performance improvement is the decrease in speed. The
UFM runs at about twice the speed of the relatively fast
Color Histogram 1 system and still provides much
better retrieval accuracy than the extremely slow Color
Histogram 2 system.
The UFM scheme is also compared with the IRM approach
[16] using the same image segmentation algorithm with the
average number of regions per image for all images in the
subdatabase being 8:64. Experiment results show that the
UFM scheme outperforms the IRM approach by a 6.2 percent
increase in overall average precision, a 6.7 percent decrease in
the overall average mean rank, and a 4.0 percent decrease in
the overall average standard deviation.

5.2.3 Robustness to Segmentation-Related
Uncertainties
Because image segmentation cannot be perfect, being robust
to segmentation-related uncertainties becomes a critical
performance index for a region-based image retrieval system.
In this section, we compare the performance of the UFM and
IRM approaches with respect to the coarseness of image
segmentation. We use the entropy, defined by (20), to
measure the segmentation-related uncertainty levels. As we
will see, the overall average entropy E, given by (21),
increases with the increase of the average number of regions C
for all images in the subdatabase. Thus, we can adjust the
average uncertainty level through changing the value of C.
The control of C is achieved by modifying the stop criteria of
the k-means algorithm. Fig. 5 shows two images, beach scene
and bird, and the segmentation results with different number
of regions. Segmented regions are shown in their representative colors. Segmentation results for all images in the database
can be found on the demonstration Web site http://
wang.ist.psu.edu/IMAGE.
To give a fair comparison between UFM and IRM at
different uncertainty levels, we perform the same experiments for different values of C (4:31, 6:32, 8:64, 11:62, and

Fig. 5. Segmentation results by the k-means clustering algorithm. Original images are in the first column.
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Clearly, smaller numbers for r0 and 0 indicate more robust
performance.
For each type of image alteration, curves for r0 and 0 with
respect to the intensity of image alteration are plotted in Fig. 7.
If we call a system robust to image alterations when the target
image appear in the first 10 retrieved images, then, on
average, the UFM scheme is robust to approximately
22 percent brightening, 20 percent darkening, 56 percent
more saturation, 30 percent less saturation, 5  5 Gaussian
filter, random spread pixels in a 14  14 neighborhood, and
cropping 45 percent. The UFM scheme is extremely robust to
horizontal and vertical image shifting.

Fig. 6. Comparing the UFM scheme with the IRM method on the
robustness to image segmentation: overall average entropy E, overall
average precision p, overall average mean rank r, and overall average
standard deviation .

12:25). Based on (17), (18), and (19), the performance in terms
of overall average precision p, overall average mean rank r,
and overall average standard deviation  are evaluated for
both approaches. The results are given in Fig. 6. As we can see,
the overall average entropy E increases when images are, on
average, segmented into more regions. In other words, the
uncertainty level increases when segmentation becomes
finer. At all uncertainty levels, the UFM scheme performs
better than the IRM method in all three statistics, namely, p, r,
and . In addition, there is a significant increase in p and a
decrease in r for the UFM scheme as the average number of
regions increases. While, for the IRM method, p and r almost
remain unchanged for all values of C. This can be explained as
follows. When segmentation becomes finer, although the
uncertainty level increases, more details (or information)
about the original image are also preserved (as shown in
Fig. 5). Compared with the IRM method, the UFM scheme is
more robust to segmentation-related uncertainties and thus
benefits more from the increasing of the average amount of
information per image.

5.2.4 Robustness to Image Alterations
The UFM approach has been tested for the robustness to image
alterations including intensity variation, color distortion,
sharpness variation, shape distortion, cropping, and shifting.
The goal is to demonstrate the ability of the system to
recognize an image when its altered version is submitted as
the query. We apply image alteration to an image (called target
image i) in the subdatabase. The resulting image i0 is then used
as the query image and the rank of the retrieved target image i,
r i0 ; i, is recorded. Repeating the process for all images in the
subdatabase, the average rank r0 for target images and the
standard deviation 0 of the rank are computed as

5.3 Speed
The algorithm has been implemented on a Pentium III
700 MHz PC running Linux operating system. Computing the
feature vectors for 60; 000 color images of size 384  256
requires around 17 hours. On average, one second is needed
to segment and compute the fuzzy features for an image,
which is the same as the speed of IRM. It is much faster than
the Blobworld system [4] which, on average, takes about five
minutes to segment a 128  192 image.3 Fast segmentation
speed provides us the ability of handling outside queries in
real-time.
The time for matching images and sorting results in UFM is
O C 2 N  N log N, where N is the number of images in the
database, C is the average number of regions of an image. For
our current database (N  60; 000 and C  4:3), when the
query image is in the database, it takes about 0:7 seconds of
CPU time on average to compute and sort the similarities for
all images in the database. If the query is not in the database,
one extra second of CPU time is spent to process the query.
Based on 100 random runs, a quantitative comparison of
the speed of the UFM, IRM, and Blobworld systems is
summarized in Table 1, where ts is the average CPU time
for image segmentation, ti is the average CPU time for
computing similarity measures and indexing.4 The UFM
and IRM use the same database of 60; 000 images. The
Blobworld system is tested on a database of 35; 000 images.
Unlike IRM and UFM, the Blobworld system doesn't
support outside queries. For inside queries, which do not
require online image segmentation, UFM is 0:43 times faster
than IRM and 6:57 times faster than Blobworld.
5.4 Comparison of Membership Functions
The UFM scheme is tested against different membership
functions, namely, the cone, exponential, and Cauchy
functions. To make comparisons consistent, for a given
region, we require that the fuzzy features with different
membership functions have identical 0:5-cuts. The 0:5-cut of a
3. The segmentation algorithm (in Matlab code) is tested on a 400 MHz
UltraSPARC IIi with the code obtained from http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/
src/blobworld/.
4. Approximate execution times are obtained by issuing queries to the
demonstration Web sites http://wang.ist.psu.edu/IMAGE/ (UFM and
IRM) and http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/photos/blobworld/ (Blobworld).
The Web server for UFM and IRM is a 700 MHz Pentium III PC, while
the Web server for Blobworld is unknown.
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Fig. 7. The robustness of the UFM scheme to image alterations. Average rank r0 and standard deviation of rank 0 are plotted against the intensity of
image alterations.

fuzzy feature is the set of feature vectors that have degrees of
membership greater than or equal to 0:5. For a Cauchy
d
function C ~
x  d k~
, the above requirement can be easily
x ~
vk
satisfied by choosing the cone function as


k~
x ~
vk
T ~
x  max 1
;0
2d
k~
x ~
vk

and the exponential function as E ~
x  e 1:443d .
Under an experiment setup identical to that of Section 5.2.2,
the performance on image categorization is tested for three
membership functions with parameter varying from 0:1 to
2:0. The overall average precision p is calculated according to
(17). As shown in the upper plot in Fig. 8, the highest p for
Cauchy and exponential membership functions, which is
TABLE 1
Comparison of the UFM, IRM, and Blobworld Systems on
Average Segmentation Time ts and Average Indexing Time ti

0:477, occurs at  1:0. The best for the cone membership
function is 0:8 with p  0:478. So, three membership functions
generate almost the same maximum overall average precision. However, the computational complexities of three
membership functions with corresponding optimal values
are quite different. For any given k~
x ~
vk, the cone membership function needs to compute a power term k~x2d~vk0:8 . The
exponential membership function needs to evaluate an
k~
x ~
vk
exponential term e 1:443d . Only two floating-point operations
are required by the Cauchy membership function. Based on
the 60; 000-image database, ti for three membership functions
are plotted in the lower part of Fig. 8. As expected, ti enlarges
linearly with the increase of the number of regions in the
query image and the Cauchy membership function produces
the smallest ti .
We also test the robustness to image alterations with
respect to the type of membership function being used. For all
six image alterations described in Section 5.2.4, the performances of exponential (  1:0) and cone (  0:8) membership functions are almost identical to that of the Cauchy
(  1:0) membership function in terms of r0 and 0 defined
by (22) and (23), respectively. The Cauchy membership
function requires the least computational cost.
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Fig. 8. Comparing the Cauchy, exponential, and cone membership
functions on overall average precision p and average CPU time ti for
inside queries.

6

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

We have developed the UFM, a novel region-based fuzzy
feature matching approach for CBIR. In the UFM scheme, an
image is first segmented into regions. Each region is then
represented by a fuzzy feature that is determined by center
location (a feature vector) and width (grade of fuzziness).
Compared with the conventional region representation using
a single feature vector, each region is represented by a set of
feature vectors each with a value denoting its degree of
membership to the region. Consequently, the membership
functions of fuzzy sets naturally characterize the gradual
transition between regions within an image. That is, they
characterize the blurring boundaries due to imprecise
segmentation.
A direct consequence of fuzzy feature representation is
the region-level similarity. Instead of using the Euclidean
distance between two feature vectors, a fuzzy similarity
measure, which is defined as the maximum value of the
membership function of the intersection of two fuzzy
features, is used to describe the resemblance of two regions.
This value is always within 0; 1 with a larger value
indicating a higher degree of similarity between two fuzzy
features. The value depends on both the Euclidean distance
between the center locations and the grades of fuzziness of
two fuzzy features. Intuitively, even though two fuzzy
features are close to each other, if they are not ªfuzzyº (i.e.,
the boundary between two regions is distinctive), then their
similarity could be low. In the case that two fuzzy features
are far away from each other, but they are very ªfuzzyº (i.e.,
the boundary between two regions is very blurring), the
similarity could be high. These correspond reasonably to
the viewpoint of the human perception.
Trying to provide a comprehensive and robust ªviewº of
similarity between images, the region-level similarities are
combined into an image-level similarity vector pair and then
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the entries of the similarity vectors are weighted and added
up to produce the UFM similarity measure which depicts the
overall resemblance of images in color, texture, and shape
properties. The comprehensiveness and robustness of the
UFM measure can be examined from two perspectives,
namely, the contents of similarity vectors and the way of
combining them. Each entry of similarity vectors signifies the
degree of closeness between a fuzzy feature in one image and
all fuzzy features in the other image. Intuitively, an entry
expresses how similar a region of one image is to all regions of
the other image. Thus, a region is allowed to be matched with
several regions in case of inaccurate image segmentation
which, in practice, occurs quite often. By weighted summation, every fuzzy feature in both images contributes a portion
to the overall similarity measure. This further reduces the
sensitivity of the UFM measure. The application of the UFM
method to a database of about 60;000 general-purpose images
has demonstrated good accuracy and excellent robustness to
image segmentation and image alterations.
A major limitation of the UFM scheme, which is inherent
to the current fuzzy feature representation, is that the
specificity is sacrificed to the robustness. The current system
works well for the testing image database that consists of
60;000 photographic pictures. However, experiments on a
different image database (also available at the demonstration
Web site) of about 140;000 clip art pictures show that the IRM
outperforms the UFM a little in accuracy. This is because,
unlike photographs, segmentation of a clip art picture tends
to be very accurate. Fuzzy features blur the boundaries of the
originally clear-cut regions, which makes accurately recognizing and matching similar regions even harder.
The system may be improved in the following ways:
.

The image segmentation algorithm may be improved.
The current segmentation algorithm is very simple
and efficient and is able to cluster several similar
objects in an image into a single region. But, objects
totally different in semantic may be clustered into the
same region (as shown in Fig. 5, when the image of the
bird is segmented into three regions, the bird, branch,
and leaves are grouped into a single region).
. One of the advantages of region-based image retrieval
methods is that the size, shape, and absolute and
relative location of the regions can provide additional
help. The current system utilizes the shape and size
information, but the location is not fully exploited
(only the relative locations of regions have influence
on the border favored scheme of choosing weights).
. Under the current implementation, all fuzzy features
within one image have the same shape. In reality,
however, the grades of fuzziness of regions can be
different even within an image. The UFM can be
improved by allowing different shapes for fuzzy
features in same image. Another potential enhancement to UFM is to use dynamic fuzzy features. That is,
we can make the fuzzy features of the query image
self-adaptable to the uncertainty level (e.g., entropy)
of target images. This may provide more flexibility in
dealing with semantically different images.
Currently, we are working on statistical modeling-based
image comparison, statistical feature-space selection, feature clustering scheme for region-based retrieval, and
biomedical applications.
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